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Since starting our work mapping all known IMBs in the US, over 10% have been shuttered. We know that not every
case used best practices to address the full network or support survivors, but we are proud that nearly 800 IMBs have

been closed by partners that have been trained, provided resources, and connected to other partners across the
country. When our partners center data and the victim experience they are typically able to close venues longer (or
permanently), get successful prosecutions, and connect survivors to resources. Slowly, but surely, we are changing

the ability of traffickers to hide their abuse and exploitation in plain sight

9,004 TRAINED
The total trained to date by Collective
Liberty staff and faculty includes a mix
of law enforcement, code enforcement,
service providers, and financial
institution staff.

164 TRAFFICKERS
ARRESTED

1,868 BUYERS ARRESTED

(46% increase from 2020)

 (330% increase from 2020)

353 VICTIMS SUPPORTED
This is the ultimate proof of the impact of our
work. Far too often, victims are conditioned to
reject support from law enforcement or service
providers — to fear anyone besides the trafficker
that controls their lives. The more that all people
who come into contact with victims are able to use
culturally-specific, trauma-informed practices, the
more often victims feel supported and safe. 

(76% increase from 2020)

OUR TOTAL IMPACT TO DATE
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97 LAWS
The number of passed state and
municipal laws we influenced to
create or improve policies. These
changes help potential victims and
close massage business loopholes
that traffickers exploit.

1,161 IMBs CLOSED 67% BY PARTNERS

More partners are targeting buyers instead of potential victims, but arrest
numbers may be impacted by anti-COVID-19 protocols.



& Referred for Prosecution
for Pimp-Controlled Sex
Trafficking

73

359
& Referred for Prosecution

In 2021, we served as a featured contributor in news
coverage to bring a more accurate, nuanced view of the
different ways human trafficking manifests in the US. Our
targeted media approach reached over 75 million viewers
with our message of needed systemic changes to combat
trafficking, empower survivors, and dismantle silos that allow
traffickers to profit from modern-day slavery.

OUR 2021 IMPACT
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VICTIMS
SUPPORTED162

2021 was a year where we expanded our reach into new states, utilized the powerful effects of data
science to find justice for survivors, and saw all impact numbers increase. All this while continuously
navigating the ongoing effects of COVID-19.

Fellowships & Grants

688
Law Enforcement
Officers

Total
Number
Trained

Billions Institute Fellow

Department of Justice
Office of Victims of Crime
Human Trafficking Leadership Academy

Roddenberry
Fellowship

1,587 899
Social Service and
Legal Professionals

TRAFFICKERS
ARRESTED

CLOSED 40
Commercial Front

Venues of Exploitation
BUYERS
ARRESTED

CivStart Cohort

& Connected to Services

In 2021, Collective Liberty was once again
recognized as a leader in the fight against
human trafficking by private foundations,
state governments, and leaders in the
technology sector. This year, Collective
Liberty and its staff were semifinalists and
finalists in competitions that recognize
innovation and system change from South
by Southwest to the Department of Justice.

Texas Governor's
Grant
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For most, 2021 was a year focused on recovery, but
Collective Liberty has continued to defy the odds
and make substantial progress on our
organizational goals. This year, we reached the
training milestone of 9,000 front-line professionals
trained across 46 states and have helped improve
nearly 100 laws. Part of this increased impact
directly correlates to the strength of our partners
and faculty who, with our curriculum, trained
agencies in their regions. We also saw substantial
increases in arrests of buyers and traffickers by our
partner agencies while supporting more victims
than ever before.

While we continue to invest in human solutions, we
also began our first pilot program of cutting-edge
technology to fight human trafficking and were
named an Amazon Web Services (AWS) GovTech
Start Up partner. We uploaded over 11 million data
points to the Human Trafficking Fusion Center™
(HTFC), helping identify at least thirty-eight human
traffickers and over 100 victims. In less than a year,
and with access limited to a handful of partner
agencies, the HTFC is already making an impact. In
2022, Collective Liberty is continuing our work
expanding data access while developing our tool to
be faster, smarter, and more intuitive. More data
and smarter tech means quicker identification of
trafficking networks, more actionable intel into the
hands of law enforcement, and more prosecutions
of traffickers across the country.

Another challenge we're proud to address head-on
is the tidal wave of misinformation about human
trafficking. This dangerous trend flooded partner
agencies with unsubstantiated rumors and
distracted the public from real cases. To combat
this pervasive misinformation, we made
appearances in and wrote Op-Eds for major print
and television media outlets with millions of
consumers to change the narrative around human
trafficking. Combined with our myth-busting social
media posts, we provide Americans with real, data-
backed information on human trafficking.

It's amazing to think the organization I wished I
could work with when I was a prosecutor in
Philadelphia eating popcorn dinners while
manually tracking down evidence for my
trafficking cases not only exists but has grown
and expanded in our first three years.

 I am grateful for the Collective Liberty team and
our incredible lived-experience partners, faculty,
volunteers, and donors showing up every day to
fight for a more just society. Through long nights,
weeks on the road and the constant influx of
disturbing new cases, the support we receive
from our partners and the community is what
sustains us.

We will still need your support as Collective
Liberty has a lot to do in the upcoming year. We
will continue to train front-line professionals,
provide intelligence reports for current and future
partners, engage the public, and develop our
world-class technology tool. We also will roll out
updated trainings, digital resources to empower
more direct anti-trafficking actions, and
additional information campaigns to
counterbalance QAnon-type misinformation. By
following us on social media, donating, or
volunteering you can help us reach our goals.

We are more energized than ever to continue our
work and are grateful to you for joining us on this
journey.

ROCHELLE KEYHAN
CEO Collective Liberty

LETTER
FROM THE CEO
Expanding our reach!



We work to bring historically overlooked groups
into the fight against trafficking. We create
market-disrupting resources and tools that are
tailored to produce sustainable results based
on survivor voice.

THINKING
OUTSIDE THE BOX

CHALLENGING
THE NARRATIVE

Our mission is to eradicate human
trafficking by collaborating across
industries, agencies, and service providers
to create ground-breaking, data-driven
approaches that work. By encouraging the
existing human trafficking community and
key stakeholders to think in new and
innovative ways, we can address, disrupt,
and put an end to all forms of trafficking.
We work closely with government agencies
to shift systems and improve public policy
to ensure as a community we support
survivors while stopping traffickers.

OUR MODEL
The Collective Liberty model involves four main action areas:

We work to increase trust and create space for
collaboration through multi-disciplinary and
multi-jurisdiction trainings, serving as objective
facilitators and trainers.

BREAKING
DOWN SILOS

We get actionable, real-time tools into the hands
of law enforcement, equipping them with
curated data and intelligence analysis
supporting the development of strong anti-
human trafficking cases.

ELEVATING
LOCAL HEROES

We seek to help the public gain a more nuanced
understanding of the different types of
trafficking and counter false or sensationalized
narratives in the media.

OUR MISSION

C O L L E C T I V E  L I B E R T Y  A N N U A L  R E P O R T  2 0 2 1



Existing
Partnership

New Partnership

 

We have trained
and supported
agencies in 46

states and
counting!

Traffickers rely on both online networks to recruit and trap victims and geographic networks to move
victims throughout the United States. In order to successfully dismantle these networks, dedicated
individuals and groups must come together to share best practices and intelligence, and help survivors
return to places of safety. Collective Liberty identifies those groups committed to data-driven, survivor-
informed operations and permanently changing the systems that enable human trafficking today. We
ensure partners are connected to each other and to the tools and training Collective Liberty provides.

GROWING PARTNERSHIPS
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This year, we welcomed
new law enforcement,
policymakers, and service
provider partners in:

FBI
Homeland
Security

FEDERAL OFFICES

Fort Wayne, IN
Indianapolis, IN
Pitt County, NC
Forsyth County, NC
Charleston County, SC
Jefferson Parish, LA
Laredo, TX
Brownsville, TX
Cameron County, TX
Rio Grande City, TX
Webb County, TX
Lewisville, TX
Addison, TX

Collective Liberty welcomes partners whose broad national and
international reach can affect large-scale change.

IOM-ILO
Alliance 8.7
QBE (https://mobile.twitter.com/qbe)

INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATIVES

TECHNOLOGY PLATFORMS

Collective Liberty was chosen as part of a pilot program with
Monday.com to better understand how the project management
software can be used by non-profits around the world. At the end of
this year, Monday.com launched a grants management platform that
was developed, in part, with Collective Liberty. We continue to find
ways to use data and technology to improve services around the world!!

Collective Liberty has been selected as an Amazon Web Services
(AWS) GovTech Start Up partner for 2021. AWS GovTechStart
provides organizations with resources to quickly get started on
Amazon Web Services (AWS). AWS GovTechStart is a national
community of like-minded people and companies that are solving
complex challenges for government customers.



Collective Liberty uses open source data (information
easily found online or available to the general public)
and partner-provided data from government agencies,
corporate institutions, and other data-driven agencies
to build strong intelligence on trafficking networks.
Our 21st-century data science and machine learning is
then deployed to analyze trends, networks of human
traffickers and exploiters, and the movement and
activities of those criminal networks. Relying primarily
on objective data to build cases is key to a trauma-
informed approach ensuring traffickers are held to
account and survivors are empowered from the
moment they are identified. 

Using intelligence and an innovative approach, we
build compounding evidence against traffickers that is
hard to refute and removes the burden from victims so
heavily placed on their shoulders by the criminal
justice system. Circumstantial evidence cases and
corroboration means fewer victims and survivors are
forced to testify, and instead they are given room and
support to heal and recover. All the while, Collective
Liberty's approach means more traffickers are stopped
with stronger evidence and cases.

This year, Collective Liberty’s intelligence support,
which includes both data analysis and support to law
enforcement on how to best use data and open source
research, resulted in tangible results — including
arrests around the Super Bowl.

The report was
actually so stellar

and full of links, our
IT Department

quarantined the
attachment! […] We are

gathering intel on other
local commercial front

brothels now before
pitching to the Chief

for approval.
 

Central Texas Agency

135 INTEL REPORTS
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THE IMPACT OF DATA

In 2021,
Collective Liberty produced

Those Intel Reports were provided to 

8 DIFFERENT STATES

Indiana - A Small Search with a
Big Impact
On September 5, 2021 roughly 6 weeks
after our first Indiana Institute training,
we were notified by officers that they had
completed their first human trafficking
operation based on our lessons. They
used online tools and data to conduct
their first solo operation, which included
the arrest of a former police officer
attempting to buy a 14-year-old for sex.
Together, we are showing that you don't
need complicated tech or overwhelming
people-power to bring consequences to
predators.

and helped to prosecute 

94 SEPERATE OFFENDERS



In 2021, law
enforcement
partners directly
requested
Collective Liberty
support on unique
trafficking
investigations.

135 INTEL
REPORTS

We provided

Jurisdictions supported include:

HSI Arizona and HSI Florida
(Homeland Security Investigations)
MLB All Star Game
Super Bowl LV
Montana
Texas
Colorado
Louisiana

Data can speak where victims cannot. Using dozens of sources, Collective Liberty helped
jurisdictions find & support additional victims, and identify traffickers, buyers, & exploiters.

In 2021 our proprietary database & analysis helped the criminal arrest and prosecution of:

AND LED TO
25 SEPARATE

ARRESTS
SO FAR...

In February, Collective Liberty was invited to Tampa, Florida to provide
direct analytical support to the Tampa Bay Human Trafficking Task
Force for Super Bowl LV. As a result, our organization worked with the
official task force providing intel to local, state, and federal law
enforcement in support of our mission to stop human trafficking.

Cases can take a while to fully investigate and bring to trial, and in
October, a Connecticut trafficker we identified was indicted for recruiting
two adult women and one minor to come to Florida for “fun.” The fun
turned out to be sexual exploitation and trafficking for the Super Bowl.
The man planned to follow additional large crowd events with his victims
such as Mardi Gras and the NBA Playoffs. The trafficker now faces up to
life in prison for his crimes. Collective Liberty is proud to have supported
intelligence operations during the Super Bowl that allow law
enforcement to swiftly and efficiently prosecute these crimes.

CASE STUDY:
DATA IN ACTION

Florida;
October 2021

38 TRAFFICKERS
& 56 BUYERS

106 VICTIMS
(including one child)

29 ILLICIT
MASSAGE

BUSINESSES
(IMBs)

5 TRAFFICKING
ORGANIZATIONS

IMPACT FROM INTELLIGENCE SUPPORT
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Collective Liberty responded to the
U.S. Attorney’s call for help identifying
survivors exploited on CityXGuide [in

Arizona]!..by using their human trafficking
fusion center and a smart analyst, they were
able to identify an additional 4 victims in an
ongoing Homeland Security Investigations

sex trafficking investigation. Way to go!
 

Office of the Texas Governor
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Collective Liberty was asked to support a Federal investigation in
Tucson, AZ. Our intelligence revealed a network stretching
between Arizona and Texas and we identified an additional four
victims. Rather than wait for these women to push through abuse
and trauma and self-identify or be identified through a sting
operation, it was analysis and investigation that achieved justice
for survivors and helped to provide them with supportive services.

CASE STUDY:
DATA IN ACTION

Arizona:
October 2021

The Police Executive Research Forum, an independent
think tank focused on researching and promoting best-
practices in policing, highlighted Collective Liberty as its
primary case study for advancements in investigating
human trafficking.

The piece, Collective Liberty: Using Technology and
Training to Disrupt Human Trafficking, is featured in their
"Critical Issues in Policing Series" which are regularly
consulted by policy makers and executives in policing.
The full report, and full page case study on Collective
Liberty is available on their website.

https://www.policeforum.org/assets/CombatHumanTrafficking.pdf
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INTEL SUPPORT AND
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
In 2020, we launched the Human Trafficking Fusion Center. It connects human trafficking investigators
from across the nation to the tools they need to stop traffickers - including cutting-edge intelligence
analysis, curated data, and networks of like-minded investigators. HTFusion proactively identifies
previously unknown human trafficking networks by combining and analyzing new and previously
disparate datasets, and using subject matter expertise and AI technology, with a goal to transform the
current dynamic of uncoordinated reactive methods. Our focus is to disrupt their ability to traffic
humans and launder the proceeds, and to give enforcement agencies the tools and technology
necessary to fight back.

Beaumont, Texas
Collective Liberty assisted Beaumont Police and
Jefferson County with multiple operations in 2021. Each
operation resulted in the arrest of at least one trafficker
or multiple buyers, and wraparound support was offered
to the identified survivor(s). Beaumont sits at highway
and state intersections and relies on data to find and
support all potential victims who might be separated
across jurisdictions.

McLennan County, Texas
The McLennan County Sheriff's Department has only two
officers dedicated to human trafficking, covering a
population of over half a million people and dozens of
investigations each year. Their approach works smarter,
not harder, leaning on technology and data science to
cover investigative gaps. These collaborative and tech-
driven methods allow them to achieve greater impact
with fewer investigators or overtime hours.

Contra Costa, California
After collaboration and training in 2020, Contra Costa now has
a dedicated Human Trafficking prosecution unit, with their anti-
trafficking effort leaning heavily on our team’s intelligence and
best practices. A successful investigative and arrest operation
in June 2021 led to identifying multiple victims, connecting
them to social services and legal support, arresting exploiters,
and closing illicit venues, including two residential brothels.
This collaborative, cross-jurisdictional approach is a result of
our training and support as Contra Costa solidified their best
practices.

https://www.contracosta.ca.gov/CivicAlerts.aspx?AID=2678
https://www.12newsnow.com/article/news/crime/nine-people-arrested-five-rescued-in-jefferson-county-anti-human-trafficking-bust/502-5146fc02-8725-416c-bdc8-fdf15688935a
https://wacotrib.com/news/local/crime-and-courts/15-face-felony-prostitution-charges-in-mclennan-county-after-five-day-sting-operation/article_5e07e93e-2ad2-11ec-b562-e30d72bffb02.html
https://www.contracosta.ca.gov/CivicAlerts.aspx?AID=2678


We would love for
y'all to come help

us with an op!*
 

Beaumont Detective

We work to increase trust and create space for collaboration through multidisciplinary and multi-
jurisdiction trainings for law enforcement officers and prosecutors across the country. In 2021, we
hosted nine intensive, expert-level training institutes ranging from two to four days and in five different
states.

This year, those who attended our trainings were able to refresh base-level knowledge for themselves
and other members of their departments through the launch of our online webinar series. Based on
survey feedback and requests from partners, we were also able to provide a select number of online
trainings that focused on best practices ranging from investigation to successful trials.

Texas Border
Collective Liberty conducted
trainings in the US-Mexico
border cities of Laredo and
Brownsville, Texas. In cities
in more rural parts of Texas,
it can be difficult for law
enforcement and service
providers to travel to multi-
day institutes that have been
held in the urban centers of
the state.
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TRAININGS: TEXAS

Collective Liberty trainings from Beaumont, TX

*Collective Liberty followed up on this
offer and assisted on multiple

operations with intelligence analysis and
direct support in 2021. Read about how

our support has unfolded in the case
study on the next page



Beaumont sits in an intersection of highways, state lines, and
regular movement of people and goods. When it comes to trade
and commerce this allows Beaumont to be part of the Golden
Triangle of the petrochemical industry. Unfortunately, when it
comes to the movement of people this means that trafficking
victims can be local (from Beaumont) or moved across dozens of
jurisdictions and states.

This is why Beaumont and Jefferson County law enforcement use
Collective Liberty for intelligence support and to identify partners
in other jurisdictions to ensure traffickers are pursued and caught,
no matter how far they try to move people. In 2021 Beaumont and
Collective Liberty have identified traffickers, buyers, and victims
throughout Texas, in Louisiana, and in multiple additional states
ranging as far as the Upper Midwest. Collective Liberty connects
partners on the ground so that distance is not a barrier for justice.
In 2021 we conducted three unique operations resulting in the
arrest of dozens of buyers and the safe, supportive identification
of nearly 30 victims. We can't wait to see what happens in 2022!

CASE STUDY:
CROSS-AGENCY
COLLABORATION
Texas:
October 2021
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 We can’t wait to have
you all back again!
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Best training I’ve ever been to. Got a
lot of resources to use in the future.

This training was comprehensive and
effective at answering many gaps related to
trafficking that I had prior to the training.

Staff and faculty went on a whirlwind tour this summer crisscrossing the United States to ensure institutes
in Texas, Montana, South and North Carolina, and finally Indiana were completed over the summer.

Indiana
The Indiana Protection for Abused and Trafficked Humans (IPATH)
Taskforce worked with Collective Liberty to launch the first of our
trainings in the state. Participants came from across Indiana and were
able to learn from Collective Liberty faculty, and each other, about best
practices to treat survivors with a trauma-informed lens and use
multiple methods to bring consequences to all types of exploiters.

Montana
After working with the state legislature and the city council
of Billings to create new laws that close loopholes around
commercial front brothels, Collective Liberty staff and
faculty conducted a multi-day training for code and law
enforcement, service providers, and advocates.

North and South Carolina
The South Carolina Human Trafficking Taskforce and North
Carolina Human Trafficking Commission recognized that traffickers
frequently operate across state lines. They therefore requested
institutes where law enforcement from across the Carolinas could
form partnerships, gain knowledge, and access resources and tools
to improve how they respond to trafficking situations.

TRAININGS: NEW STATES



In July 2021 members of Collective Liberty staff and training faculty
conducted an Advanced Human Trafficking Institute in Fort Wayne,
IN with police and prosecutors from across Indiana. Part of the
training focused on shifting the emphasis away from potential
victims and towards those responsible for victim exploitation,
including buyers. Collective Liberty had been in discussions with
the Indiana Excise Police about their interest in successful buyer
operations in neighboring states that had revealed buyers focused
on purchasing children and buyers with a history of violence or
abuse towards potential victims. We, therefore, agreed to support a
buyer operation with members of the Excise Police who attended
the Institute. 

Just one day after the Institute, using tools and techniques they
learned from faculty, Indiana Excise Police were able to arrest
several buyers. This included the arrest of a retired Indiana law
enforcement officer, James Mettler. Mr. Mettler, age 70, allegedly
believed he was texting a 20-year-old he contacted through an ad
on a website that was actually created as part of the sting
operation. Text messages show Mettler agreed to go to the Fair
Bridge Inn and Suites in Grant County and to pay $200 for access to
the young woman. Indiana Excise Police have begun to show that
no matter your background, the abuse and exploitation of potential
victims will not be tolerated in Indiana.

CASE STUDY:
SEX BUYERS
ARRESTED

Indiana:
August 2021



Collective Liberty often hears how difficult it can be to
successfully prosecute human trafficking cases. In 2018 and
2019, we worked with Denver DA Lara Mullins around best
practices for working with victims from IMBs, residential
brothels, and domestic minor trafficking, assisted with best
practices for a new ordinance, and general consulting support.
The Denver DA and PD offices have embraced these methods,
successfully closing over 40 cases and have another open 38
cases.

Potential trafficking victims are routinely connected to
culturally appropriate service providers who help victims
understand their rights in the U.S. justice system and start to
break the lies of traffickers. Denver worked for multiple years
to pass a new law at the end of this year that will increase the
investigative power of trafficking units, which was recently
signed into law.

CASE STUDY:
IMPACT OVER
THE YEARS

Colorado:
August 2021
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Colorado criminalizes
human trafficking

2006 20212018 2019

Colorado ranked 46th in terms
of convictions. Team starts

working with District Attorney
(DA) Laura Mullins around

crafting an updated ordinance
regulating illicit massage

businesses and similar venues.

Key members of the Denver
teams dedicated to ending

human trafficking came to a
Collective Liberty training

institute in Waco, TX.

Between 2019
and 2021 the Denver

DA and police
department have

closed over 40 cases
and have another
open 38 cases.



A passionate survivor leader at the national level, Allie continues to
advocate for systemic change to support survivors. Having been
failed by the system before, she now works to make sure survivors
are uplifted instead of overlooked. She has extensive experience
advocating for survivors of all forms of sexual exploitation, and for
solutions to systemic practices that fuel oppression and stigma.
Allison is an accomplished speaker, addressing sex trafficking and
sexual exploitation accompanied by drug abuse, mental health, and
intersections with the criminal justice system. She serves as
recurring faculty at our Advanced Human Trafficking Training
Institutes and provides insights into policy recommendations.

I really like hearing
from survivors

because it gave me
the perspective of

someone other than
law enforcement.

 
Law Enforcement Officer

We are partnering with survivor leaders to eradicate human
trafficking in the United States, and train others to do the
same in the most victim-centered, intelligence-driven
manner possible. We are proud and honored to work with
these survivors’ s leaders as faculty at our trainings and
subject matter expert for Collective Liberty’s  internal
projects and policies.

Highlighting Survivor Leadership and A Brighter, Empowered Future

Bekah continues to be relentless in her pursuit of a better tomorrow
for countless survivors; creating opportunities to educate frontline
staff, provide supportive services to those recovering from abuse,
and economic empowerment for survivors who are ready to build
new lives. In addition to supporting Collective Liberty’s work and
providing critical insights as a member of our training faculty, Bekah
launched the E2E Realty Group which trains survivors for careers in
real estate. This January she will be launching the Charleston Law
Center in Nevada. We are so proud of Bekah and look forward to
many more impactful years together

Bekah Charleston

Allison Franklin  
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SURVIVOR LEADER
FACULTY &
COLLABORATION



Detective Joseph ScaramucciTrial Team Chief 
Amy Monsivais
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COLLECTIVE LIBERTY FACULTY

CEO Susan Peters

Collective Liberty held a virtual Collective Run for Collective
Freedom allowing our donors to unite while staying socially
distanced during the pandemic. Even in a challenging year for
front-line heroes, the Plfugerville Fire Department answered the call
and contributed the most miles and donations to our run.

We are humbled they took time out of their schedules to support 
us. We want to thank the Pflugerville Fire Department for being 
our number one fundraising team during the Collective Freedom
5K. 

https://collectiveliberty.org/blog/collective-run/


No one can end human trafficking alone. In 2021, our team collaborated with U.S.-based non-profit
organizations spread across the United States to support trafficking victims. We partner to educate,
train, and raise awareness about human trafficking and how we can work together to stop it.  It would
take pages and pages to detail all the amazing work being done from Coast to Coast and in Hawaii by
all our partners. We would like to highlight two that provided leadership and support as we navigated
training and assistance with the ongoing pandemic and continue to provide survivor-centered,
culturally-competent support to survivors and vulnerable communities.  Together we are making a
better world today.

United Way International — Cameron County

We collaborated with United Way in Cameron County to host a Collective
Liberty Advanced Human Trafficking Training Institute for area law
enforcement, focused on organized crime approaches to human
trafficking investigations and victim empowerment instead of
criminalization. United Way International - Cameron County understands
the importance of creating culturally-appropriate, trauma-informed
support for survivors of human trafficking and in strong prevention
programs like economic empowerment, home and community stability.

Lone Star Justice Alliance

The Texas justice system currently incarcerates people whose crimes
were a direct result of, or incident to, human trafficking, intimate partner
violence, and other abuse. Too often the justice system fails to see
these children as survivors of crime in need of a trauma-informed
response to their victimization, and instead prosecutes them for their
own crimes and too often for the crimes of their abusers.  

Collective Liberty is proud to be a core member of Lone Star Justice
Alliance’s Survivor’s Project to help survivors across Texas get clemency
for removing convictions connected to their exploitation. We trained
lawyers and worked with DA offices to create infrastructure and uplift
HT survivors. 
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COLLECTIVE LIBERTY PARTNERSHIPS



Department of Justice Office of Victims of Crime
Human Trafficking Leadership Academy
The Human Trafficking Leadership Academy (HTLA) is committed
to developing and expanding survivor-informed services while also
providing leadership development opportunities to survivor leaders
and ally professionals. Fellows work collaboratively to provide
substantive recommendations that will inform research, policies,
and programs that improve awareness, understanding, and
assistance to survivors of trafficking or those at risk of trafficking.

Texas Governor’s Grant
Collective Liberty Receives $330,000 to
Scale Data and Intel Solutions to Ending
Human Trafficking. This funding will allow
law enforcement agencies in Texas to
access the online version of Collective
Liberty's groundbreaking training and
technical assistance and growing
community of experts — the Forging
Freedom Portal.

CivStart Cohort
CivStart is a non-profit accelerator bringing govtech
innovations to state and local government that
bridges the gap between early stage companies and
local governments to provide the best and most
innovative startup solutions with the support needed
to serve local governments and their communities.
Collective Liberty is excited to be a part of CivStart’s
2020 cohort bringing together our anti-human
trafficking data and tech-driven solutions to cities all
across the United States. 

CEO Rochelle Keyhan selected as 2021 Roddenberry Fellow
Launched in 2010, The Roddenberry Foundation is committed to finding and
supporting remarkable people and organizations who can disrupt existing
dynamics, challenge old patterns of thought, and discover new ways to help us
move towards a better future.

AWARDS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
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AWS GovTech Accelerator
AWS GovTechStart, the Amazon Web Services (AWS) government
technology (GovTech) startup accelerator, is designed to help U.S.
startup companies build the next generation of technology solutions
for state and local government agencies using the AWS Cloud.



Fox News educational video on IMB trafficking

FB Live with Thomson Reuters
(re: Amazon Warehouses)

and misinformation about human trafficking

Debunking QAnon myths

Montana's KTVQ on IBM regulation

Ensuring exploitation online isn't
overlooked in the Metaverse 

BRINGING MASS ATTENTION
TO HUMAN TRAFFICKING

By submitting Letters to the editors and Op-eds to the state and local
media every week, we seek to help the public gain a more nuanced
understanding of the different types of trafficking and counter false or
sensationalized narratives in media and entertainment that legitimize
behaviors and views that contribute to trafficking.

COVID-19 and rising conspiracy theories have increased
misinformation around human trafficking and how recruitment,
exploitation, and traffickers operate. Collective Liberty has increased
its social media presence to promote consistent, accurate information
and, when most appropriate, adding our voice to news media.
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Collective Liberty comic series
on labor trafficking

Sacramento Bee
on Labor Rights
and Protection

In 2021, Collective Liberty shared our expertise to the most influential media in the country. 

16 LETTERS
to the Editor

11 Letters on properly protecting
potential victims of sex
trafficking, instead of arresting
them or publishing their names
and photographs.

5 Letters on labor rights and
protections to prevent trafficking

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6256273879001#sp=show-clips
https://www.facebook.com/CollectiveLibertyNGO/videos/475902230171546
https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/qanon-looms-behind-nationwide-rallies-viral-hashtags-n1237722
https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/qanons-new-plan-run-school-board-rcna1352
https://www.ktvq.com/news/local-news/billings-law-to-regulate-massage-businesses-fight-human-trafficking-passes-first-reading?fbclid=IwAR2wIAxsauJGyPwB_wxVy_F9xfIyAnrPl6KyKlnfmi7WN8HdENsS0f-Pp4E
https://newrepublic.com/article/164497/facebook-metaverse-cybercrime-marc-zuckerberg
https://newrepublic.com/article/164497/facebook-metaverse-cybercrime-marc-zuckerberg
https://www.instagram.com/collectiveliberty/
https://www.instagram.com/collectiveliberty/


ATM
Law

POLICY AND LEGISLATIVE
ASSISTANCE
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Collective Liberty curates data to support strong and successful prosecutions of traffickers - that
data also benefits strong public policy at the local and national levels. We share the expertise from
our team's collective decades work ending trafficking, and our historic and current data. This
includes national round tables with federal agencies, sitting on local task forces, advising on and
providing reports for local, state, and federal laws, and even supporting the drafting and revision of
relevant legislation ensuring the use of victim-centered best practices to minimize trauma while
maximizing impact. 

This year we continued to expand best practices at the city and state levels while also providing
insights to federal agencies such as USAID and the Department of the Interior.

STATE & MUNICIPAL LAW SPHERE OF
INFLUENCE

USAID
Counter-Trafficking
in Persons Policy

Montana

PROVIDE EXPERTISE
to large-scale Federal Initiatives or Legislators

FEDERAL
LAW

Iowa City, county and state
agencies partners47

Lady
Justice

Dept of
Treasury
& FinCen
regulations

CBP and its work to enforce clean
supply chains and anti-labor
trafficking among U.S. companies
with operations overseas

16 letters to the editor.
 5 supporting labor rights in
supply chain coverage and 11
advocating for survivor rights and
privacy in sex trafficking cases

US Chamber
of Commerce 

New / improved laws
maximizing survivor
empowerment and
trafficker consequences

97
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